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noted that programming could lead people to make different
decisions than they would if they were deciding “in the moment”
[1]-[4]. We motivate two competing hypotheses. On the one hand,
increasing the psychological distance to others – by manipulating
social, temporal, and physical distance – can lead people to treat
distant others less fairly [5]-[9]. Since acting with others through
an agent increases the distance to others, one competing
hypothesis is that: People will show reduced fairness when
tasking agents to act on their behalf than when interacting
directly with others (Hypothesis 1). On the other hand, another
line of research suggests that making a decision ahead of time –
as happens when programming – reinforces social norms, such as
fairness [10]-[12]. Whereas real-time interactions require people
to respond to a specific and immediate situation, programming
requires the programmer to deliberate on all possible situations
that might arise and to devise rules that consistently hold across
all of these eventualities. This encourages the decision maker to
adopt a broader perspective, consider the counterpart’s position,
and act more fairly. The second competing hypothesis is thus:
People will show increased fairness when tasking agents to act on
their behalf than when interacting directly with others
(Hypothesis 2).

ABSTRACT
Recent times have seen an emergence of a new breed of intelligent
machines that act autonomously on our behalf, such as
autonomous vehicles, drones, personal assistants, etc. These
machines introduce a new interaction paradigm where people
instruct, or program, these agents to act on their behalf with
others. Here we show that this act of programming changes the
way people think about the situation, often leading them to adopt
a broader perspective and act more fairly. We present four studies
where participants made fairer decisions in ultimatum and
negotiation tasks when engaging through an agent
representative, when compared to direct interaction with others.
These findings emphasize the importance of understanding the
cognitive factors underlying people’s decision making when
designing autonomous machines, if we wish to promote a fairer
society.
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2 EXPERIMENTS
To test these hypotheses, we ran four experiments where
participants engaged in decision making tasks, either through an
agent representative or directly with others. In Experiment 1,
participants engaged in the ultimatum and impunity games. In the
ultimatum game [13], there are two players: a proposer and a
responder. The proposer is given an initial endowment of money
and has to decide how much to offer to the responder. Then, the
responder has to make a decision: if the offer is accepted, both
players get the proposed allocation; if the offer is rejected,
however, no one gets anything. The standard rational prediction
is that the proposer should offer the minimum non-zero amount,
as the responder will always prefer something to nothing. In
practice, people usually offer 40 to 50 percent of the initial
endowment and low offers (about 20 percent) are usually rejected
[14]. This behavior is usually explained by a concern with fairness
and a fear of being rejected [15]. The impunity game is similar,
but only allows a symbolic rejection – i.e., if the responder rejects

1 INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing interest in intelligent machines – such
as autonomous vehicles, drones, personal assistants, etc. – that
can make autonomous decisions on people’s behalf. In this paper,
we ask a simple question: Do people’s decisions change when they
“program” an agent to act on their behalf? It is important to clarify
that “programming” here is meant in the more general sense of
providing high-level instructions, rather than the technical
aspects of implementing those instructions. Other researchers had
Proc. of the 17th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent
Systems (AAMAS 2018), M. Dastani, G. Sukthankar, E. André, S. Koenig (eds.), July
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Agents and Multiagent Systems (www.ifaamas.org). All rights reserved.
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Figure 1: Experimental results: a) Participants offered more when interacting through an agent; b) Participants were less likely to
accept unfair offers when interacting through an agent; c) Acting through an agent is similar to deciding ahead of time (strategy
method); d) Participants were less likely to reach an agreement with unfair negotiators.
changing. Here we show consistent evidence, across four
experiments, that programming an agent to act on people’s behalf
can change the way people think about the situation and promote
the adoption of a broader perspective that leads to fairer behavior,
when compared to direct interaction. This effect occurred in
simple tasks (ultimatum game), tasks where the decision maker
had little power (impunity game), and in more complex tasks
(multi-issue bargaining). Our results also suggest that this effect
is not necessarily specific to autonomous machines as participants
behaved more fairly when reporting their decisions ahead of time
(strategy method), even when no agents were involved.
Nevertheless, autonomous agents introduce a unique opportunity
to promote this reflection and deliberation in users and,
consequently, encourage a fairer society.

the offer, the proposer still gets his or her share of the offer. The
impunity game is, therefore, a version of the ultimatum game
where responders are given less power over the outcome.
Experimental results with this game show that proposers tend to
offer less than in the ultimatum game, though still above the
rational prediction of zero [16].
In Experiment 1, participants engaged in these games as proposers
and, in support of Hypothesis 2, the results showed that they made
fairer offers when acting through an agent than when interacting
directly with their counterparts (Figure 1-a). In Experiment 2,
participants engaged once again in these games, but this time in
the role of responders. The proposers, which were scripted,
always made unfair offers. Reinforcing Hypothesis 2, the results
showed that participants were more likely to reject unfair offers
when interacting through agent representatives than when
interacting directly (Figure 1-c).
In a third experiment, we introduced a new condition where
participants were asked to think about all the possible outcomes
of the game ahead of time and self-report their decision before
interacting with their counterparts. Notice that, in this condition,
no agents are involved. In experimental economics, this procedure
is usually referred to as the strategy method [11], [12]. The results
showed that participants were less likely to accept unfair offers
both in the strategy method and when interacting through agents,
than when interacting directly (Figure 1-c). This suggests that the
agent effect is driven by the fact that the decision is made ahead
of time, rather than on a moment-by-moment basis as in direct
interaction.
Finally, in Experiment 4 participants engaged in a typical multiround multi-issue bargaining task with a counterpart that
consistently made unfair offers. In the agent representative
condition, participants had to program their agents to respond –
either accept or make a counter-offer – to several possible (fair
and unfair) offers (Figure 2). In support of Hypothesis 2, the
results revealed that participants were less likely to reach an
agreement when interacting through an agent than when
interacting directly (Figure 1-d).

Figure 2: Participants programmed their agents to
negotiate on their behalf by providing example
decisions to different sets of offers.
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3 GENERAL DISCUSSION
At a time when autonomous agents are becoming more pervasive
in society, it is important we understand if our social decisions are
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